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Bio
Sébastien Ficagna and Rudy Centi had already played together in the PLASTIC PEOPLE group a 
few years ago.

In July 2018, when they do not really have any more musical projects, they discuss their musical 
desires and Sébastien makes listen to Rudy two songs that he just wrote.

During their conversation, the idea of   a new duo «cold-noisy» takes shape. Alchemy is immediate. 
They challenge each other : to write 10 songs for September and to make a first concert in October !

They must also find an original and unpublished name. So difficult ! Finally after a brainstorming 
session with a friend, the name NAIROD YARG is adopted. This is of course Dorian Gray reverse. 
Dorian Gray in tribute to the Irish dandy Oscar Wilde, the «reverse» for the love of 
cinema, since it’s a nod to a scene from David Lynch’s cult series, 
Twin Peaks (with the strange navajo dwarf and his 
language so special ...)

Challenge met. 
They gave a first concert in October, 

with a dozen songs. A second concert is quickly given to 
the Radiant in Caluire (69) with the Nelly Olson (2nd band of Voyage de Noz 

singer)

For 1 year, they refine their compositions and record their first album which will be released on vinyl 
on September 26, 2019.

The 11 tracks of the disc draw their inspiration from cold wave / post punk (Joy Division, The Cure 
...), noise and punk (Sonic Youth, A Place to Bury Strangers ...) and electro for rhythms.

The texts in English and French are very film-inspired and describe situations that Hitchcock, Wim 
Wenders or James Bidgood would not have denied.



Concerts



Discography
1st LP on September 26, 2019.

Tracklisting : THE GARDEN
THE RHUM & ME
TAEDIUM VITAE

LES MOTS BRULANTS
TROPHY

ANGRY RADIO
EFFORTLESS
FALL APPART

A SHADOW RUNS AWAY
DÉESSE

COLD KISS
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